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- elaboration of the thruster radio frequency
image as electromagneticinterference contributor
applicable to estimation of space communication
efficiency in the process of the thruster engine actions;
- development of thruster operating mode control
procedures by remote sensing
based
on
electromagnetic radiated emission measurements.

Abstract
The results of the radio frequency emission measurements from the ground-based experiments using
electric propulsion engines are applied to
electromagnetic compatibility evaluation of spacecraft
systems. The measurement procedures have provided
comparison of the various electric propulsion engines
and estimation of the electromagnetic spacecraft
environment independently of test conditions and
instrumentation. The radio frequency radiation
models of electric propulsion engines derived from a
plasma instability theory are discussed as applied to
the regions of crossed electric and magnetic fields and
non-equilibrium plasma flows.
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environment produced by electric propulsion engines is
an important phase of spacecraft system evaluation.
Electromagnetic emissions from plasma thrusters can
potentially impact to spacecraft systems such as
communications, guidance, navigation and control (
Fig.l ). Prior to fhights, electromagnetic interference
measurements must be made in
the cource
of
ground-based tests and the level of electromagnetic
emissions can be
reduced
to satisfy
the
compatibility requirements. The purpose of the tests is
to confirm that electromagnetic fields produced by the
tested thrusters are less than the narrowband or
broadband emission limits over the frequency range,
where electromagnetic emissions might impact to
operation of spacecraft systems. A significant amount of
published data exits from component level and
integration tests and flight experiences to characterize
the thruster-produced electromagnetic fields [1 ].
The electromagnetic interference measurements
and spacecraft compatibility evaluation are correlated
with three additional aspects of plasma thruster
investigations:
- analysis of the physically realizable mechanisms
of plasma instabilities under specific conditions of
plasma acceleration;
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Fig. . Schematic diagram of spacecraft
electromagnetic environment formation
In experimental studies of spacecraft system
compatibility using electric propulsion engines for
space applications, two different approaches can be
distinguished. The first one provides the
electromagnetic interference characterization at the
component level and also on spacecraft integration.
The purpose of theground-based and flight tests is
to assure that the electromagnetic field produced by
the electric propulsion engines will not disturb the
normal operation of the particular spacecraft systems.
The report presents the another way of looking
at the electromagnetic compatibility problem based on
experimental and theoretical
investigations
the
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The electric propulsion engines under discussion (
Table 1 ) have been operated at power levels between
0.1and700kW, with typicaldischargevoltagesof several
tens to several thousands volts and discharge
currents from several amperes to several thousands
amperes depending on type and construction of electric
propulsion engines and their operating modes. Specific
impulses of 1000 -7000 seconds were evaluated from the
reslts of ground-based tests produced simultaneously
with radio frequency emission measurements. The
experimental models of the electric propulsion engines
were operating in steady-stage and transition stage
modes.
As in the typical classification scheme [3], three
main dominant physical processes of plasma
acceleration in the electric propulsion engines existed:
electro-heating, electromagnetic and electrostatic. For
MPD engines the electro-heating and electromagnetic
accelerating processes were realized in relation to
operating modes and conditions of their application. The
plasma accelerating mechanism based on turbulent
\ electron-ion friction as a result of plasma instability was
distinguished to correlate the electromagnetic emission
modes with propulsion engine efficiency.

of electromagnetic field
foundation
physical
ganeration by electric propulsion engines. The
approach under review allows to evaluate the
electromagnetic performance characteristics
depending on thruster construction ( geometry and
location of electrodes in accelerating magnetic field ),
engine operating modes and propellant flow rates. In
accord with the physical experimental and theoretical
results, the electromagnetic generation modes of electric
propulsion engines can be discriminated and the
spacecraft electromagnetic environment can be
evaluated beforehand. This suggests the pro- mising
engine selection with respect to electromagnetic
radiated emission characteristics.
The electromagneric emission measurement
results using the main types of electric propulsion
engines envolved in Russia over the last years are
summarezed. The conclusions presented in the report
are founded on the published experimental and
theoretical results [2 ].
Electric Propulsion Engine Characteristics
The electromagnetic emission results have been
obtained in the course of ground-based tests and future
improvements of the main electric propulsion engines.
Three catagories of the engines have been investigated
in respect of their electromagnetic compatibi- lity with
spacecraft systems: plasma thrusters with closed
electron drift, magnetoplasmadynamic ( MPD ) and

electrostatic engines.

Procedures of Electromagnetic Radiation
Measurements

The closed-drift thrusters are

characterized by
characterized
by extended
extended and
and

narrow
narrow

acceleration regions rcffered to as
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Plasma Thruster and the Anode-Layer Thruster. The

provided

Thruster ( with applied magnetic field) and the Buttend High-current Thruster (with self-magnetic field ).
The electrostatic engine was used of only one type - with
electron bombardment in anionization chamber known

instrumentation.
electromagnetic
test setup
setup for
for electromagnetic
The test
instrumentation. The
field measements had electric antennae and magnetic
loop transducrs placed in the vacuum test facilities in
the vicinity of the test engine samples. The antenna

propulsion devices independently of test conditions and

MPD engines being investigated are the Butt-end Hall

sensors were oriented to reguster the electromagnetic
fields radiated from the thruster emission contributors.
Table 1. Perfoemance Characteristics of Electric Propulsion Engines

as Plasma-Ion Thruster.

Type of investigated engine

Imput power,

Stationary Plasma Thruster

kW
0.1-1.2

Anode Layrer Thruster (two-stage
version)

5-50
0.2-0.9

Thrust, H

Specific

Xenon

(1.5-5) 10"

impulse, s
(1-2) 10

Bismuth

(1-5) 10-1

(2-8) 10"

Cesium, lithium,

(1-5) 10-1

2 10'" - 3 10'

Propellant

(the first stage)

Butt-end Hall Thruster (MPD engine

2-400

nitrogen, argon

with applied magnetic field)

Butt-end High-current Thruster

100-700

Lithium

1.5-4.0

5 10" - 2 10

0.1-1.0
0.05-0.8
(ionization

Nitrogen, argon

3 10-" - 1.5 10-

8 10 - 2 104

(MPD engine with self-magnetic field)

Plasma-Ion Thruster (Electrostatic ion
engine with electron bombardment)

chamber)
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The electromagnetic radiated emissions from
electric propulsion engines have been envestigated in
the broad frequency band. The report is concentrated on
the frequency range of 10 MHz to 10 GHz where
electromagnetic emissions produced by electrec
propulsion engines might impact to operation of radio
frequency communication
systems.
By using
sensitive radio sets, the electromagnetic emissions
were registered from thermal level associated to
electron temperature of 1-10eV. The thresholds of
electromagnetic wave generation were determined
from discharge voltage, magnetic field strength and
propellant flow rate dependences,
The impact of metal vacuum test facility on
electromagnetic measurement results is in pronounced
changes of electromagnetic radiated fields in the
vicinity of propulsion engines. This prevented the
determination of electromagnetic energy flows from
thusters and radiated emission directionality,
In accordance with proposed measurement procedures, the standard radiation sourscs were used
to estimate the electromagnetic energy flows gencrated
by thrusters in the vacuum test facilities. The
electromagnetic signals at radio set entrances were
calibrared with signals of the standard radiatien
sources
having similar radiation geometry and
known energy parameters in designated frequ- ency
band. The
calibrating electromagnenic radiation
signals were produced by discharge plasma noise generator with thermal emission level determined by
electron temperature.
The distributions of high-frequency fields in
discharge accelerating chambers and plasma plumes
were defined by high-frequency probes to evaluate
the configuration of thruster electromagnetic emission
domains. These data were used for calculation of
electromagnetic energy flows to radio set antennae,
The evaluation of thruster operating modes and
plasma plume parameters ( concentration and

temperature of electrons, electric and magnetic fiel,
distributions in accelerating chambers ) was producec
simultaneously. The plasma diagnostic measurement.
were essential to an understanding of the thruster
electromagnetic emission process.
Results of Radio Frequency Tests
The principal result of electromagnetic emission
evaluation was defined as the possibility of
electromagnetic wave generation at specific operating
modes of electric propulsion engines. The generation
modes are characterized by electromagnetic mechanism
of plasma acceleration in electric propulsion engines.
The increased electromagnetic emission is exhibited,
especially with the formation of anode layers in plasma
acceleration regions. For investigated propulsion
engines and at their typical operating modes, the
electromagnetic radiated emissions have a maximum
in the frequency range of 1 to 3 GHz. The most
electromagnetic radiation exceeds significantly the
\plasma thermal emissions produced by an
accelerating chamber and a plasma plume. The
radiated emission energy density may vary over wide
limits (Table 2 and Fig. 2). Anode-Layer Thruster and
Plasma-Ion Thruster are characterized by absolute
radiation maximum and can actually impact to
spacecraft communication systems.
The electro-heating process of
plasma
accelerating in MPD-engines is accompanied by a
low level of electromagnetic radiated emissions. The
emissions at the thermal generation mades can be
neglected in evaluating the space communication
efficiency-.
Brief mention should be made of the electromagnetic
radiation of, the Stationary Plasma Thruster exhibited
considerable promise as a space propulsion engine. The
radiation density of the SPT-70 experimental model is
less than the radiation density in the wide frequency
range for other electromagnetic engines.

Table 2. Radio Frequency Electromagnetic Emission Characteristics of Electric Propulsion Engines
Type investigated engine

Stationary Plasma Thruster
Anode-Layer Thruster
Butt-cnd Hall Thruster
Butt-end High-current
Thruster
Plasma-Ion Thrusater
ionization chamber
plasma plum

Frequency of
electromagnetic
emission measurements, MHz
500-7000, 10000
20-1000, 3000,
4000-7000, 10000
750, 3000, 10000
750, 3000, 10000

Spectral radiated
emissiondensity,
W/m MHz

20-150, 750-3000,
20-150

10' - 10
100 - 10' 6

5 10-'- 10"
10' - 10"
10-1 - 10- 7
5 10- - 0"

3

Spectral radiated
Nonemission density
equlibrium
per 1 kW imput
radiated
power, W/m 2 MHz emission degree
5 10" - 101-50
210" -2 10' 6
102-10
5 10 " - 105 10"-2 10'
10' - 102 10' 9 -5 10. 8

1-10
1-10
10-10
104-106
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Fig.3. Correlation between radiated emission

(14h)

propulsion systems and input power
emission
of electric
of radiated
intensity
F Frequency depndences
Anode-Layer Thruster (nitrogen)
Fig.2. Frequency dependences of radiated emission
Butt-end Hall Thruste
intensity for different types of electric propulsion
Hall Thruster (lithium
enginesButt-end
Butt-end High-current Thruster
Wo- Thermal plasma radiation level corresponding
Statiopary Plasma Thruster
an electron temperature of 1 eV
The transition stage operating of the electric
intense
propulsioh engines produced the
electromagnetic interference. The radiation peak
appearance is correlated with thruster switching on and
steady-state discharge current formation.

There is no well-defined dependence between the
radiation density and the thruster input power (Fig.
3). The electromagnetic enterference from investigated
propulsion engines essentially depends on their specific
impulses (Fig. 4) as determined by discharge voltage
and electric field density in the accelerating chamber.
The constructional features of electric propulsion
engines corresponding the electromagnetic interference
generation have been deduced from MPD engine
evaluation results. The increased radiated emissions
of MPD engines are founded to be associated with
abnormal anode heating due to electron plasma
instability in accelerating anode layers.
As the preliminary measurement results
demonstrated, the electromagnetic interference density
of the SPD-100 experimental model was 1-1.5 orders
of magnitude more than the SPD-70 interference
density. The envelope of radio frequency interference
represented the random impulse process with noise peak
duration of 0.01-0.1 ms and random appearance time of
1-5 ms.

Theory Foundation Remarks
The radio frequency radiating models of the
electric propulsion engines derived from the plasma
instability theory are applicable for characterization
of the spacecraft elec- tromagnetic environment.
The radiated emission contributors are located in the
regions of crossed electric and magnetic fields and nonequilibrium plasma flows. The electromagnetic wave
generation is considered to be caused by plasma
oscillations in the regions with an unstable electron
velocity distribution function.
The physical models of the plasma regions in a
thruster discharge chamber as electromagnetic
radiation contributors have been developed from the
electron stream initiation in the different regions of
the thruster discharge chamber .
4
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In accord with the theory estimation by the
accelerating anoder layer model, electron oscillation
losses may be as much as 10 percent of the thruster input
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oscillation energy ( of the order of 0.01 ) converts to
electromagnetic interfering energy. A major portion of
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turbulent heating of the thruster accelerating region. As

X

thruster anode temperature can be increased
significantly as far as the anode melting-point. Under
these conditions, the electron instability process will
distrub the normal thruster operation.
The energy wave convertion mechanism with

ex

electromagnetic environment formation has bedn

developed from the electron wave scattering by lo -
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frequency plasma oscillations due to the ion-acoustic

instabilty of a non-equilibrium plasma flow. The
radiation from large scale plasma instability
regions was proposed,
as a complementary
of electromagnetic interference formation.
The current input leads of thruster constructions can
be considered as an asymmetrical dipole with plasma
wave excitation. The radiating structure components
produce the electromagnetic field distributed over the
spacecraft systems.
The non-stady state thruster operation is
unfavoarable for electromagnetic spacecraft
environment. In theory the non-steadly states of plasma
accelerating regions can be discribed by the plasma
model with a non-lenear elecric wave of the ion-acoustic
type. In these states electrons oscillate in the vicinity of
a wave potential maximum and the two-stream electron
instability'can be used for evaluation of the
electromagnetic
interference parameters.
Experimentally, intensive radiated emission impulses
are observed during the non-steadly states,
espeacially with thruster discharge voltage switching.
The importance of thruster radiated emission impact
is usually evaluated by correlation of thruster
electromagnetic field density with specification limits
for electric and magnetic field emissions. Under
varying flight conditions, such evaluation is not representative. In the report the thruster radio-frequency
model as an electromagnetic interference contributor is
presented. The procedures for limited length evaluation
of space communication channels are deduced from
signal/noise relations. According to the estimates, the
thruster electromagnetic interference can distrub the
long-range communication at the spacecraft separation
more than 10000 km from a ground-based radio
transmitting station.
The electromagnetic radiated emission measurements are treated as an efficient operating mode
control of electric propulsion systems by remote sensing
procedures.
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Fig.4. Correlation between radiated emission
intensity of electric
propulsion systems and specific
impulse
Anode-Layer Thruster
Butt-end Hall Thruster (lithium)
Butt-end High-current Thruster
Stationary Plasma Thruster

The electron stream acceleration along the
magnetic field lines in the catode region of a discharge
chamber is considered by the first electromagnetic
generation model. The electron stream instability in the
initial region of a plasma plume is thought to be the
major contributor of electron plasma oscillations and
electromagnetic interference. The electron oscillation
energy is determined from the cathode potential
difference according to the quasi-linear plasma
-instability theory. The electron stream scattering on
oscillations is the main plasma wave saturation
mechanism,
The most intensive electromagnetic intcrfcrcnce
generation obtains from a thruster accelerating anode
layerprovides an ex-plaration for the electromagnetic
interference threshold with discharge voltage, as also
determined by experimental results. Based on the
electron instability model, the expressions for
estimation of the electron oscillation energy in the anode
layer from thruster performance parameters have been
derived.
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